
SEO Fundamentals
Best practices to growing valuable Google Search traffic



Why does Google matter?

Google drives approximately 60% of all referral traffic to news 
sites - about twice the size of the next nearest referral source, 
Facebook.

That is 10% higher than it was a year ago.



Why does Google matter?

Google drives approximately 60% of all referral traffic to news 
sites - about twice the size of the next nearest referral source, 
Facebook.

That is 10% higher than it was a year ago.

Across the BlueLena coalition, Google is the referral source for 
47% of all registrants who ultimately convert.*



Agenda

● What is SEO?
● SEO best practices
● Developing an SEO strategy



Google’s Mission

“Our mission is to organize the 
world’s information and make it 
universally accessible and useful.” 



Google’s Mission

Prioritize info that is:

● Relevant
● High-quality
● Clear, concise
● Well-structured language



Good news for publishers!

SEO best practices align well with journalistic best practices. 

● Clear, declarative writing. 
● Concise headlines and ledes. 
● Most important information first.

Google aims to surface relevant information, and news publishers aim to 
provide relevant information.



What is SEO?

Search Engine Optimization (SEO) is the means of ensuring your content is 
discoverable and well-presented in Google Search results. 

Ideally, you want to appear as high up on the first page of a relevant search 
result. 



What’s a search result?

Desktop Mobile 



TIP: Do a domain search



TIP: Do a domain search

● Shows if you have any major errors
● Shows what Google considers your 

most important pages
● Are your category archives showing 

up? Are your stories?



That’s just the front door



Side doors to search



Side doors to search

● Related questions
● Knowledge panels
● Images / Videos
● Top stories
● Articles for you
● … many more



Best practices can get you in the front and the side doors

Keywords + Reputation = SEO!

Keyword opportunities

● Headlines
● Descriptions
● Heading tags
● Image tags

Reputation building:

● Internal linking
● Publicizing



Best practices - Keywords



It all starts with keywords

● Ask: What question does my article answer? What words would people use 
to search for it? (user intent)

● Often the main actors and actions at the heart of the story.
○ People, places, things - full names, as people would search for them

● But not always. Remember - what is always the most useful thing in the 
story?

● Use keywords prominently, but not at cost of readability
● Compare your keywords (we’ll come back to this)



Where to use your keywords - Headlines

● Most important place
● Must include keyword, preferably phrased as someone would search
● Be descriptive of the page contents
● 60 characters
● NO PUNS OR WORDPLAY!
● Try to get your keywords at the beginning
● If longer than 60 characters, make sure those first 60 stand alone



Where to use your keywords - Excerpts

● Appears sometimes, but not always in search results
● Should entice the user to click through
● Should offer more context

○ If headline is about a shooting in Midwood, the description can clarify a violent shooting in 
Midwood, Brooklyn and not a film shooting in Plaza Midwood, NC.

● Should include keyword and/or variant (ie. Phil Murphy in headline, NJ 
governor in description)

● Human readable; no keyword stuffing
● 160 characters



Exercise

Story: Amid coronavirus concerns, Gov. Phil Murphy announces that New 
Jersey schools will be closed. 

What’s your headline?



Exercise

Story: Amid coronavirus concerns, Gov. Phil Murphy announces that New 
Jersey schools will be closed. 

- Gov. Murphy closes NJ schools
- NJ schools closed amid coronavirus concerns, Phil Murphy says
- Coronavirus school closures: All NJ public and private schools to shut 

down



The winner

“Coronavirus school closures” is exactly how people might search. Phil Murphy 
making an announcement is secondary. The types of schools - public, private, 
parochial - cover specific queries.



Remember

Consider:

● What info are people searching for?
● Put those phrases in front
● Use more specific variants that add context or speak to other searches in 

the description and throughout the body of the article



TIP: SEO headlines vs on-site headlines

● Some CMS software have additional fields or plugins to create 
headlines and descriptions specifically for search.

● Use these! The way you appeal to readers surfing your site is 
different from how you appeal to them on search (and social)

● If using an SEO headline in addition to an on-site headline, 
Google News and other aggregators use the on-site headline, 
which can be more appropriate for people actively seeking out 
news.



TIP: SEO headlines vs on-site headlines



Where to use your keywords - Subheds

Google can read heading tags (h2, h3, etc) as secondary headlines, and gives 
extra weight to them. This is an opportunity to appear in “Related questions” 
and/or to emphasize secondary keywords

● Same rules as headlines - concise, keywords first, be descriptive of section 
content



Where to use your keywords - Images

Image meta-data can also be used to tell Google what your story is about. 
Importantly, it helps surface your images in Image search results and Image 
boxes -- which can make your page more prominent on a results page.

● Use optimized filenames (short, descriptive) - philmurphywaving.jpg
● Use alt text that describes the photo contents - NJ Gov. Phil Murphy stands 

at a podium and waves.



It all starts with keywords

● Ask: What question does my article answer? What words would people use 
to search for it? (user intent)

● Often the main actors and actions at the heart of the story.
○ People, places, things - full names, as people would search for them

● But not always. Remember - what is always the most useful thing in the 
story?

● Use keywords prominently, but not at cost of readability
● Compare your keywords (we’re now back to this)



Finding the best keywords

● Google Trends
● Google auto-fill
● People also ask
● Related search



Get familiar with Google Trends

Google Trends: https://trends.google.com/

● Compare keywords to determine what’s best
● Surface related keywords
● Limit scope geographically and see how people use terms in your locale
● See what other topics people in your area are searching

Know the right keyword at the right time. They evolve.

● “coronavirus” vs “covid”

https://trends.google.com/


See how search terms shift over time



See how search terms shift over time



Find related keywords / story ideas



Find related keywords / story ideas



Find the right keyword at the right time



Find the right keyword at the right time



Finding keywords with auto-fill

When you begin typing in the Google search box, it will suggest terms to complete your search. These are 
the top 10 most searched for phrases -- and can be a great way to find new keywords and story ideas. 



People also ask

This section presents common questions around specific search terms. Many of the pages it features 
are “best guesses.” 

Stories that answer these questions, and use similar phrasing in headlines and subheadings can rank 
high for in-demand search terms. 



Related searches

More keyword ideas!



Best practices - Building your 
reputation



Links! Links! Links!

● Internal links
○ Try to include at least 3 links to other stories on your site within the first third of your 

article.
○ Choose relevant anchor text - this is the text you actually link. Text should be descriptive 

(ie. the “Maplewood police departments internal audit” rather than “the report”)

● External links
○ Ask for them
○ Social media counts (particularly Twitter)



Best practices review

● Brainstorm keywords
● Compare them to maximize reach
● Use them in headlines, ledes, image data and sub-heds
● Cross link
● Publicize



Developing your SEO strategy
How to approach SEO beyond the day-to-day



Audience development

Focus on audience 
development, not traffic

- Audience development is 
about reaching the right 
people, and building an 
ongoing relationship. Email 
is a great tool for this.

Inline signup

Pico popup



Finding the right audience

The most famous search optimized article 
of all time, from Huffington Post in 2011. 

Generated lots of traffic.

But did it generate the right traffic?



Finding the right audience

Users turn to Google to get their questions answered.

Not everyone is a likely news reader. What common characteristics define your 
audience? Parents or single? Homeowners or renters? Gardeners or nightclub 
patrons?

Beyond updates to breaking news, what might a likely news reader turn to 
Google for? 



Finding the right audience

● Basic information about local events (What’s your Super Bowl?)
● Government/civic info
● “Help, I just moved here” guides
● Local resources
● Reviews and business information*
● Road closures, transportation, weather* 

Make sure these things are highly optimized, including relevant inter-linking and 
highly visible callouts to sign up for the newsletter. (Don’t just rely on the built-in 
form). 



Make time for it

1. Set aside one-hour every 6 months for brainstorming SEO content. During 
this time, draft ~26 ideas

2. Set aside one-hour a month for optimizing existing content
3. Aim to produce one a week

PUT THE HOURLY SESSIONS ON YOUR CALENDAR 
AS A RECURRING EVENT!



Brainstorming tips

Auto-fill will give you a lot of ideas. 

Try your town followed by each letter of the 
alphabet. 

Think creatively about useful content that 
answers questions. 

Look at existing results and branch off of 
them. 



Brainstorming tips - Google Trends



Brainstorming 
tips - Analytics

Look at what articles are already 
bringing people from search.

Acquisition > All Traffic > Channels > 
Organic Search

Change primary dimension to “Landing 
Page”

What might they be searching for? 
Would they be interested in following 
local news? Are there opportunities 
to do more?



Optimizing - 
Analytics

Google Search Console shows you opportunities 
to improve existing content. Look at the pages 
that are attracting search traffic, and see how 
they’re ranking. 

Low positions and CTRs suggest there’s an 
opportunity for improvement. Ideal positions are 
1-3.

Edit the article’s headline and first graph, and 
more links to the article from related posts.



Optimizing - Analytics

The Queries tab shows you what 
search terms users are entering 
that end up with your page in 
results (impressions).

Again, low positions and CTRs 
suggest there’s an opportunity for 
improvement. Ideal positions are 
1-3.

If there are a fair number of impressions and a decent position, but the click through rate looks low, try doing the search for 
yourself and see what else surfaces. It may be that you’re ranking well but your headlines looks less relevant to a user’s 
intent. Consider rewriting it. 

Also brainstorm ideas off of these queries, and make sure to cross link all the relevant pages to increase your relevance!

Bonus: Prioritizing your SEO content ideas. 

https://medium.com/single-subject-news-project/traffic-jam-seo-is-driving-clicks-to-these-nonprofit-newsrooms-852d5d2eedf8


Review

● Think about your keywords (the foundation of SEO)
● Use them in headlines, ledes, image data and sub-heds (keyword best practices)
● Cross link & publicize (relationship improving best practices)  
● Dedicate time to regularly brainstorm & execute SEO content (building a strategy)
● Dedicate time to regularly optimizing SEO content (building a strategy)



Good luck!



More resources:

BlueLena can help you with SEO strategy! 

This falls under strategic coaching we provide 
as part of our support hours.

Contact me for more information: 
Ned@bluelena.io

● 5 SEO Best Practices for News Publishers
● Google’s SEO Starter Guide
● Google Search vs Google News
● Google Search Console Guide
● SiteLiner tool (Broken links, duplicative 

content, etc)

mailto:Ned@bluelena.io
https://nberke.medium.com/5-seo-best-practices-for-news-publishers-ea9f29ee597a
https://support.google.com/webmasters/answer/7451184
https://www.forbes.com/sites/denispinsky/2018/01/11/google-news/#7f521a353d50
https://www.searchenginejournal.com/google-search-console-guide/209318/#close
https://www.siteliner.com/

